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ABSTRACT 

This study is meant to be a contribution by part of a wider group of scholars towards 

determining lhe perception of disabled employees towards human resource managers. 

It also sought to find out some of the challenges disabled persons face in the workplace 

and what their recommendations would be. The respondents were disabled persons who 

are· employed in Agrifresh Kenya limited. 

Data was collected using struc!Ured questionnaires. l'il'teen of the sampled questionnaires 

were completed. The findings of the study suggest that the disabled persons who are in 

ernploy111ent perceive the human resource managers in varied ways and this is greatly 

determined by the type of organization they are employed in and the type of disability 

they have. Regarding the disabled persons challenges in the workplace, each disability 

group is unique and has its special needs and challenges that are dictated by their 

disability type. 

The disabled persons to some extent do perceive lhe human resource managers negatively 

because they lee! that they do not understand their special needs. 57'1/c, ol'them believe 

that they have been denied job due to their disability. They do not !incl it difficult to get in 

paid employment because of the negative perceptions and attitudes towards them. 

However, as disabled persons they feel that they do deserve to be employed like any 

nther person. 

From the study the researcher highly recommends that massive sensitisation and 

awareness on disabilities in all sectors of the economy is absolutely necessary to change 

the negative attitudes and perceptions towards the disabled persons. 

In conclusion, further research is suggested to determine what actually influences the 

disabled persons perceptions of human resource managers. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the research by highlighting the aspects like background of the 

study. the statement of the problem. purpose or the study. objectives of the stud)'. 

research questions and scope of the study and significance of the study. 

1.1: BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

In Kenya. disability and rehabilitation has been perceived by different implementers to be 

diverse. varied and hence there may be no complete solutions ro the needs of persons 

with disability. It mav also take a long time to inspire the stakeholders. The government 

therefore faces a great challenge of addressing tl1e needs u1· persons with disabilities in 

the 21st century. Some ol these include enacunQ comprehensive policies on disability. 

participation and involvement of persons with decision-making, breaking cultural barriers 

that negatively impact on disability. poverty alleviation and HIV- AIDS among others 

(disability workshop report; handicap international 2002) 

According to world health organization (WHO 1981) disability was defined as any 

restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of ability to perform activity in the 

manner or within the range normal for human being. However. in Kenya. disability and 

rehabilitation has been perceived by different implementers to be diverse. varied and 

hence there may be no complete solutions to the needs of persons with disability. It may 

also take a long time to inspire the stakeholders. The government therefore also faces a 

great challenge 01· addressing the needs 01· persons with disabilities in the 21'' century. 

Some of these include enacting comprehensive policies on disability. participation and 

involvement or persons wirh decision-rnakin_u... breaking cullural harriers that negatively 

impact on disability. poverty alleviation ,rnd HIV- AIDS among others (disability 

workshop report: handicap international 2002) 

According to (Wl-1O. 1981) I 0% ol"the Kenyan population have varied disabilities. Some 

of the common causes of disabilities in Kenya include: -

• Trauma - road traffic accidents (about 2000-2500 deaths annually) 



" 

• 

Nutritional deficiency factors (mainly in children) 

Domestic violence. accidents or injuries 

Diseases (immunizable or non immunizable) 

Birth trauma (mainlv in children) 

Congenital causes tdisabiiities one is born with) 

Idiopathic (unknown causes) 

Aging (60yrs and above by UN standards) 

HIV/AIDS and high rate of opportunistic infections . 

The Government together with other partners has worked in partnership to develop 

Vocational Technical Programmes for the disabled. The following achievement has been 

realized. 

lncrenscd the number or Technical trained teachers on pedagogical 

training though regular admission of i11structor certificate, technical 

teachers certificale/cliploma programme for people already competence in 

their trade areas. 

l'articipation of informal sectors has increased through panncrsh1p 

111nbilization. e.g. l ldugu :-:ocic:v. ;\ction .\id. ,incl National Christian 

Council of l(enya tNCCK). Don Llosco. Vm·-Tcch Training Centres. 

o .lua Kali sector has grown as a result of Government emphasis on the 

sector development and hence formation of department of Applied 

Technology (DAT) under office of the President The sector has also 

increased training and employment opportunities for the youth of this 

country. Jua Kali training is based on "Job on Training" (JOT) 

;\ Comprehensive scheme of s,,rvice for T,.·clrnical Teachers was put in 

p!ace tn 1·Jc17-

Also the government of i-'.cnya introduced vol1111t,tr)' counseling and training institutions 

(VCT) to help the people infected with AIDS- HIV. in order to give them ideas of living 

longer, getting medications, ways of avoidance or transmitting to others. It has also 

facilitated the disabled by providing institutions purposely for the disabled for instance 



Thika school of the blind, Kenya society for the blind, Kenya association for the welfare 

of epileptics that provides medications. advice and also where their taught how to be self 

reliant by being offered courses like: carpentr\'. metal work. woodwork. tailorin'". 

knitting and general ~u2s1cUlll!!\~. 

J .2 BACKGROUND OF THE ORGANIZATION 

Agrifresh Kenya limited is an organization located 111 the central province of Kenya 

(Nairobi). It is a horticulture sector based organization. which started in the mid I 990's. 

Since that time it has expanded to an extent of employing approximately I 00 casuals and 

40 permanent employees including the management. It has two branches one in Nairobi 

which is the head office and another one in Timmi which is in the eastern part or the 

country and both have various departments like accounts. human resource. farm. packing 

and disperse. Each of this department requires it own expertise. For instance the pack 

house department requires physically fit casuals who can stand for long period of time 

therefore age hear also matters. Agrifresh however faces a number of challenges 

especially in the recruitment and selection department. Because mostly the casuals work 

on contracts that arc for as fow clays as 7 da,·s. Thcrelc)re it·s a challenge ltir this 

organization to select the rt!2ht number an<J t11e r:unt p•..!opit' 1or !he job. \Vhich it has to do 

at t_imes on daily bases because at limes these --:~1suais termmate their contracts. iVleaning 

others are needed to do the _jol). 

Generally the challenge of human resource department is the biggest because people of 

different kind come to get a_job. may be the blind. HIV positive. physically fit. lame, etc, 

and all are qualified in terms of,iob requirement but only there disabilities that limit them. 

As a human and a human resource manager it's a great challenge because these people 

need a_job for their survival. but are they going to perform? Are they going to be denied a 

job? He/she is in a dilemma most of the times. And that's why this study needs to 

determine the perception of disabled workers towards human resource managers 111 

Agrifrcsh Kenya limited. 



1.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAME WORK 

Functionalist theory and disability 

fnlluential functionalists emphasize medicine's role to cure and to maintain the "normal" 

functioning of individuals and of society. In this model, the "'sick role" involves being 

compliant and warning 10 get well. This can make people with incurable conditions. 

including disabled people who are classified as ,sick. and seem lo be deviant. The link 

between disability and social deviance that functionalists make influences health care and 

research and supports the continued dominance of professionally controlled health and 

welfare services fr1r disabled people. Thus. under current welfare arrangements. more 

than 70% of spending goes on the salaries of pro1cssionais working with disabled people. 

Only recently has this been reduced through the funding of independent living schemes 

controlled by disabled people. A variant of functionalism. normalization theory, underlies 

some programmes that claim to enable devalued people to lead culturally valued lives. 

An example of this controversial approach is cosmetic surgery for people with Down's 

syndrome. 

Functionalism confoses impairment and disability with the sick role. By !'ailing to 

recognize tl1at disabled people do not necessarily have "somethin~ wrong with them:· it 

simply reproduces discriminatory norms and values-instead of addressing the cultural 

and economic lc1rces that precipitate them. The crucial problem is that disabled people. 

regardless of the type or severity of lheir impairment_ are not a homogeneous group that 

call be accommodated easily within a society that takes little account of their individual 

or collective needs. As with the whole population. disabled people differ widely in terms 

or ethnic background. sexual orientation. age. abilities. reli.uious beliefs. wealth. access to 

work, and so on. Clearly. their situation cannot be understood or, indeed. lranslormed by 

any policy based on narrow theories of conventional normality or unilormity (Michael 

Oliver. 1998). 



Critical theory 

Critical theory covers similar ground to the other theories discussed here. but it sees 

disabled people ·s problems explicitly as the product of :111 uncqunl societv. It ties the 

solutions to social action and change. i✓mions oi' ciisanilitv '1S ,;oci,1! oppression mean that 

prejudice and discrimination disable and restrict people·s lives much more than 

impairments do. So. for example. the problem with public transport is not the inability of 

some people to walk but that buses are not designed to take wheelchairs. Such a problem 

can be "cured" by spending money. not by surgical intervention. assertive computer 

technology. or rehabilitation. 

Ideologies perpeiuatc pr:Ttica1 harriers anu e:u:llt:nom;_ A:; ltHlL!, :1:; disabilit)' is assumed 

lo be an individual maller ,H· personal tragedy''" nern,c triumph over difficulty. disabled 

people are excluded from society. Ordinary education. employment. buildings. public 

transport. and other things which most people can take ror granted remain largely closed 

lo disabled people. or al least they present obstacles which each person has to tackle 

individually. By emphasizing deficiency and dependency. doctors lend to reinforce these 

ideologies. 

The impact of this critical theorizing on health care and research has tended to be 

indirect. It has raised polilical awareness. helped with the collective empowerment 01· 

disabled people. and publicized disabled people"s critical views on health care. It has 

criticized the medical control exerted over many disabled people ·s lives, such as repeated 

and unnecessary visits to clinics for impairments that do not change and are not illnesses 

in need or treatment. Finally. il suggests a more appropriate societal framework for 

providing health service:; i( ,r uisab!ed peopie ( Mi1:had < )liv,,T. ! qC)g)_ 
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Independent variables Intervening variables Dependent variables 

I .. Disability I .taking medicine I .proper functioning 

' Notion ofdisabilit) 

(Which brings about . 2.assertive computer 2.collective 

Prejudice and technology. or c111power111ent of 

Discrimination) rehabilitation, usage disabled 

l.4 Statement of the problem 

There has been an on going change in the business environment that includes recruitment 
sector (employment), selection and interviewing 01· physically fit and healthy candidates. 
Much as there has been a global advocacy for the recruil111ent of !he disabled persons 
nevertheless in Africa e111ployment of these kind of persons has not been easy for many 
enterprises clue to: lack ol·constitution that favors recruitment ol.disablecl persons. lack of 
home jobs (through the internet). poor econo111y of the eounlPI leading to une111ploy111ent 
of 111any people, educated but jobless, overpopulation or the countries. filling of job 
vacancies with only those qualified both physically and education wise which is 
increasing in number. /\!though many disabled persons have moved a step ahead to get 
employed. it is very dillicult to determine or understand the level of pe,·ccption/ attitudes 
or disabled workers towart\s their human resource manager;; bearing the fact that they are 
disabled and there arc other physically ltl Clltployces in the organization. Therefore. 
based on the above accounts the researcher has developed an interest to investigate those 
areas thal have remained unfolded to many scholars as well as the public/society. 

LS Ob_jectivcs of the study 

I. To cleter111ine the perception of the disabled e111ployees towards the hu111an 

resource managers. 

2. To investigate the extent of perception of disabled in terms or the following: 

·t) How they are treated at work 

:i) !·~xperience al a !'orrnal interview 

c) Position in the organization 

cl) Any challenges 



3. To determine if there 1s any relationship between disability and employment 

opportunity. 

-L To de1·=rmine rne 1:'::tent ,)r di~-;abilitv ;ind 1.i"i 1~ l\'pe:~ th:n 1he disabled employees 

have. 

5. To determine the human resource manager's sensitivity to the disabled persons' 

special needs. 

i.6 Research questions 

1. What is the perception of disabled workers towards hu111an resource 111anagers? 

2. What is the relationship between employment and disability? 

3. ls there any discrimination of disabled workers at the work place? 

l. 7 Significance of the study 

This study will be ol"imporlance to: 

:i) Human resource mana!.!.ers 

lt is hoped that illi:; ,-,·iii m:lp the hunw11 1·:::11urr_'L' 111:1nauer·:, ehange their attitudes 

10,.vards persons with di:_;abilitics and he more pos11ivc and accommodative in 

employing the111. The study will also serve as an ·eye opener' lo e111ployers and 

organizations so that they become more sensitive lo the needs or persons with 

disabilities. both as employers and as prospective employees. 

b) The government 

It is hoped that government will be sensitized to put 111 place policies that lacilitme 

the empowering of disabled persons in the workplace. strengthening and redressing 

areas of focus. 

c) Scholars 

The study hopes lo encourage researchers to undertake more research 111 this area. 

Uocument their studies and share their lindinus. 
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1.8 scope of the study 

The study will be conducted Agrifresh Kenya limited. located within Kenya·s urban 

area. It will focus on the perception of disabled employees towards Human Resource 

!Vlanagers. 

l.9 Definition of the key words 

i) Perception - F'erception is the process by which individuals organize and interpret their 

sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their environment (Happer and Row. 

1981 ). 

ii) Disabled workers- individuals whose prospecls ol: securing. retaining and advancing in 

suitable employment are substantiality reduced as a result of a duty recognized physical 

or mental impairment (International Labour Organization. Convention No. 159. 1983) 

iii) Human Resource Managers - The Human Resource Manager is the personnel 

concerned with obtaining of the proper kind and number or personnel necessary to 

accomplish organizational goals and objectives. The determination of human resources 

required rests upon a prior design of job duties. a decision that is increasingly being 

affected by the HR manager's objective or meeting human needs. 

!. 9.1 Report/rcsearcn organization 

Chapter I- is about the background of the study or the background of the research. It has 

also got the background oi"the organization to be researched on (case study). 

Chapter 2 -is about what wiii i'ocus un the rdatcci literature review and other researchers· 

wtJrks. 

Chapter 3 - will be about the moc\alities that the study will use during research in 

effecting the key components of perception of disabled workers. These modalities will 

include sample size. sample design. data collection and data analysis. 

Then there will be references and questionnaires that will be used to collect the data. 



Chapter 4 - will be about the results of the stuclv or the finding of Agrifresh Kenva . '- '- . 

limited in t~airobi. And the interpretations nf darn ohraineo from the questionnaires and 

intervievvs. 

Chapter 5 - This chapter discusses the findings of the study and gives some specific 

recommendations. It also includes the conclusions, limitations of the study and 

suggestions for fl.1ture research. 
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CHAPTER T"'O 

2.0 lntrouucrion 

In this chapter. the smciy wiil involve what other researchers have written abolll human 

resource managers·, disability. perceptions. perception process, factors influencing 

perception. 

2.1 Definition of disability 

Over the years there has been a big debate on defining and classifying people with 

disabilities. What has clearly come is that terminology used to reler to people with 

disabilities often reflects the attitude or perception towards them. their culture and 

knowledge of disabilities. In many English speaking countries. the term "'handicapped" is 

perceived as degrading is not liked because it tends to give more emphasis to the 

disability than the person affected. In the U.S.A. U.K. Canada. Australia. one will hear 

the expression such as physically or mental!)' challenged persons. In Norway. 

Netherlands they have adapted lhe term li.111ctionallv impaired. Association representing 

disabled persons preter to use tile term persons/people witl1 disabilities (PWDs) and this 

is gaining ground in specializing circles, legislation and onicial documents (International 

Labour Organization. 86th session. Geneva. I '!98). 

According to the international labour organisation (International Labour Organization, 

1998) there is no universal and absolute definition of physical and mental disability .In 

deed, it would be poinlless to even attempt a precise delinition or these two concepts. The 

International Labour Organization's convention no. 159 ( 1983) describe the term 

disabled person as an individual whose prospects of securing, retaining and advancing in 

suitable employment are substantially reduced as a result ol·a duty recognized physical or 

mental impairment. World heath organisation (WHO. 1981) delined disability as any 

restriction or lack (resulting from an impairmem) of ability to perform activity in the 

manner or within the range normal !"or human being. 

10 



Historically. social-culture factors have defined the living standards of persons with 

di'sabilities. Factors such as ignorance. negligence. superstition and fear has isolated and 

stigmatised people with disabilities in the community. The society looks at disabled in 

terms of peopie who are heipiess. dependent_ pathetic victims needing a lot of suppon. 

With this kind of perception. people with disabili1ies with disabilities are often excluded 

from the main stream oi' social activities. People with disabilities lee! this should change 

and instead more emphasis should be on integration and rehabilitation so that fully 

participate in socio-economic affairs (national convention or people with disabilities 

report 2002) 

2.2 Overvie,v of hu111an resource nu1nagc111enr 

Human Resource management involves planning. organizing. directing and controlling of 

the procurement, develop111ent. co111pensation. integration 111aintenance and separation of 

hu111an resources to the end that individual. organizational and societal objectives are 

accomplished. The modern Human Resource manager requires a broad background in 

such fields as psychology. sociology. philosophy. government economics and 

management among otl1er~;. He or she must deal with issues and problems that ol"ten do 

not have •right answers· obvious to all (lillipo. l'.'f:4). 

This study focuses more on the operative functions or Human Resources. which include 

procurement. development, compensation, integration, maintenance and separation of 

human resources. 

Procure111ent The Human Resource fv1anager 1s t'onccrned with obtaining of the proper 

kind and number of personnel neces::-;ary lo accomplish organizational goals and 

objectives. The determination of human resources required rests upon a prior design of 

job duties. a decision that is increasingly being affected by the HR manager·s objective of 

meeting human needs. 

The objective of meeting society·s requirements oilen aflccts procurement progrnms 1n 

the rorms of ~ii'ilr111auv1..~ :ic:1 inn ancl equal opponunnv ( ivlnr!Jarct. l '-)82 ). 

11 



Development After personnel have been ohlained they have lo some degree be 

developed. Develop111ent involves increasing of skills through training !or proper job 

perfor111ance having considered the needs and interests of both individual and 

organization. Training varies with changing technology, realignment of jobs, increasing 

co111plexity of 111anagerial tasks and even customers demands ( Morgan, 1979). 

integration, This is concerned with the attenrnt to ellect a reasonable reconciliation 01· 

,h1:'1\.' :<1s1s overlapping interests. 

Feelings and attitudes ul· etnplovees in conju11et1u11 w1t11 the principles ,md policies or the 

organization must be dealt with (skinner 198 I). 

The work force is an instrument of the organization and the HR manager provides and 

shapes that instrument. With time organization requirements change and they are laced 

with challenges such as changing mix of the work force. changing personnel values of the 

workforce, changing expectations and even governmcnt/leµtslative policies (lilipo, I ')84). 

The HR 1nanager is theref-Ore needed in assisting the organizations in adapting to changes 

and challenges through programmes that have both the employee and organization 

interests. In all these functions disabled persons should be considered and well integrated 

in the work place. 

2.3 Definition of perception 

Perception is 1hc prnccs:-, uv \'v11icll indivinu:H:-: \;r:.:~i!llZt.' :mo interpret lhcir sensory 

impressions m order to give rncanmg to rheir C'nviromem. \Vhm one perceives can be 

sulistantialiy different li-0t11 the OLJjcctive reality. ['cople oi"ten perceive things dillcrcntly 

and behave aecorclinulv. We see different LhinQs around us and at!ach different mcaninQs --~ '- '-

on them (happer and row. 1981 ). 

Perception can be defined also as an attitude because through ones attitudes you are able 

to determine their perception. For example a wo,·ker disrespects his/ her seniot· that 

12 



attitude of acting that way makes one perceive that may they don't like hi111/her. or there 

is a proble111. 

Human perception is an important part or the organizational behavior. Perception is a 

!Uirly complex process in that ,vhat we perceive can be influenced in a variety of ways 

and this can lead to the possibility of the perceptual distortion and misunderstanding. 

Both the physical and social environments, in which perception takes place. can influence 

what is perceived and how it is perceived. Perception is therefore important in the study 

of the organizational behavior since people's behavior is based on their perception oC 

reality (Luthans l 992). 

2.3. ! The perception process 

The process of perceplion involves live m~\ior elements~ reception. processing. influence. 

output and reaction (Happer and Row, 198 l) 

Reception 

Perception inputs are received through sensory mechanisms. Events. objects and people 

in the cnviron111ent enter our perceptual neld !hrough senses of sight. hearing smell and 

taste. 

Processing 

The inputs are processed through perceptual mechanisms. They are selected, organized 

and interpreted in order to give meaning to the perceiver. 

ln:tluencc 

The mechanisms arc affected by bo!h internal and external fr1ctors. Internal factors are 

characteristic of rhe perceiver's needs. learning acquired from past experiences. sclt~ 

concept and personality. External factors are the characteristics or the object perceived. 

its size. intensity. contrast. reception. motion, novelty. status and appearance. 

13 



Output 

Output com;;ri~;e~; .idlll,U-.:'. ·'!)i!llt)llS ;J;hl lilll~S. -.v1·1:\·il nrn only determine the 

perceivers behaviour bu! also influence the wnv perceptual inputs will be perceived in 

future. 

Reaction 

The perceiver's behaviour generates responses fro111 the perceived. These responses 

constitute a new set of inputs that are processed to provide new meanings to be perceived. 

People do not see things as they are. instead the things thal !hey perceive arc selected. 

organized and interpreted to give the111 useful infor111ation or 111eaning that 111ay satisty 

their needs. People selectively group only those stimuli that they consider relevant for 

their purposes. needs. wishes or desires. Once people have selected things to suit their 

purposes. they organize or group them on the basis of proxi111ity or similarity. Things that 

are closer to each other or that share similar characteristics. are perceived to be the sa111e 

and treated the sa111e. l'eoplc arc grouped in tile ::amc way and this is the basis on which 

individuals are s1erco1,·peu. 1:,c2ardlcss 01· inrn'-·iuuat \..1iifen.:.'nces. people are n!len judged 

according to the group. which they belong. 

2.3.2 Internal factors influencing perception 

Internal factors in perception are the characteristics of the perceiver. The perceiver has 

the tendency to use himse!J' as the basis for perceiving others. Internal !'actors that 

influence perception are needs and motives. pas1 experience, sell~concept and personality 

( Luthans. I 992 ). 

Needs anti 111otives 

Peoples needs play an important role in perception. For exa111ple a hungry person is more 

sensitive to food than a person who has just eaten. A lh1strated person tends to over 

estimate the value of money less than a less frustrated person. 
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Past experience 

Past experience or learning influences perception by creating readiness to perceive an 

object or a person in a certain way. If one has a good relationship with another. these 

experiences afrect the way in which he perceives that person even if he were to change. 

Self-concept 

Our self-concept 1s the way we perceive ourselves 11 we perceive ourselves as 

incompetem. ihe wonci arouno us is likeiv 10 he perceived as threat. se11:conccpt is nlso 

related to all levels of aspirations. 11· we perceive ourselves as competent. we will set 

ourselves high perJOrmance goals. 

Personality 

Personality affects the way people perceive others. Optimistic individuals see things in 

frlvourable tenns ,:vhile the pessimistic ones see things in negative terms. Personality can 

alfoct perception in one or more of the following ways. 

w Secure individuals tend to perceive others as warm rather than cold. 

Thoughtful individuals are less likely to express extreme judgments on others. 

,, Persons who accept themselves tend to perceive others more favourably than 

those who reject themselves. 

• Se11:accepting individuals perceive themselves as liked. wanted and accepted by 

,,thers. 

People tend tn perceive others more accurate!\' when their characteristics arc similar to 

those of the perceived rather than when the characierisrics are 1101 similar. 

2.3.3 Functions of perception 

Perception carry and often do se1·ve several different frmctions tor the persons who hold 

them. Sometimes they help the perception holders to organize and interpret diverse sets 

of information. sometimes they permit individuals to express their central values or 

be! iefs. to maintain and enhance their se!J:esteem (13)'r11C 1996) 
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Trnditionally the l"i.111ctional approach (M.C. Gruive. 1969. Katz 1960. Smith el of 1956) 

Suggests that perception promores the well being or an individual by serving essentially 

four fi.mctions. These are the adaptive function. self-expressive l~1nction. the ego

defensive fonction and the knowledge fonction. 

It was the findings of re-known efficiency engineer Taylor of the 191h century in the 

Hawthorne experiments, which brought into focus the importance of perception or 

attitude in industry. Nobody can also deny the fact that to a large extent interpersonal 

relations are determined bv !he attitude peonlc hold (iV\ohantv. I 1)'J7). 

Perceptions are important in understanding stereotypes, prejudice, consumer behaviour 

and interpersonal interaction to name but a few major areas. Attitudes are also simply 

because people hold a very large number of them towards many object other than people 

themselves (Pennington el of 1999) The greater the importance 01· various attitudes. the 

greater individuals' tendency to make use of such altitudes in processing information, 

making decisions and taking specific actions (Krnus I 995). 

The basic idea is that perception helps a person to mediate between the inner demands of 

the self and the outside world in virtually all aspects of our life continually. Favorable 

attitudes tend to produce more co-operation and dissimilar perception produce more 

friction among individual Hence there is an urgency in necessity lo study the perception 

or the employees and em plovers lo get a complete and accurate picture or the e111ployer

e1nployee relationship. ;·11e 1111ponancc 11! 1·1crcep11011 has stimulated various 

organizations to develop training programmes i·or supervisors. They are trained to be 

more tolerant. understanding and considerate. They are also expected to give counseling 

lo needy workers. Since attitudes or perceptions lie al the root many industrial and 

organizational problems. steps should be taken lo improve the perception or employees 

towards employers and vice versa (Mohannty, i 997). 
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2.4 Perceptions lro1n e1nnwyers and en1p10~1 ees pcrspccuvc 

According to the paper presented by associauon of physically disabled persons of the 

Kenya (APDK) lo the imernmional work congress of rehabilitation international: 

(September i 992) one cannot deny the existence of human resource managers' varying 

perceptions in the process of employment. When it comes to persons with disabilities, it 

is important to understand the underlying perception and the reason of existence. 

An employer will carry to the work place social perceptions or attitudes acquired 

throughout life. Some of the attitude towards disabilities may consist or revolve around 

such issues as (APDK, 1992). 

" Fear or uncertainty associated with society's inability to understand why disability 

occurs and this leads to rationalization through religious or metaphysical forces 

e.g. curses. displeasure 01· gods, sins of forefathers etc. this perception may elicit 

either pity or sympathy or a sense or dutv tn assist disabled persons. 

• Resentment le:iding lo abandonment from a believe at occurrence of disability is 

an unlair punishment to the liunily ur sucicty. 

" Natural or indiflerern attitudes or pc,·ceplion resulting from an :icceptance 01· 

disability as inevitable in life. This leads lo acceptance or disabled persons for 

what they are even if this acceptance is tingled with scepticism or doubt. 

In turn the disabled persons present themselves with a bagful of attitudes some oi'the 

predominant ones are; (APDK, 1992). 

• Suspicion and hostility towards society. 

Resignation - acceptance or society's view that they are incapable 01· doing 

anything !or themselves. 

A disabled worker with a set or attitudes or perceptions characterized by hostility and 

suspicion will tend IO be aggressive and at all times dil'ficult to handle .A disabled wnrker 

whose attitudes are charactcnzect by resignation to fate is likely to pmofmeek submissive 

and lacking forcefulness. E:ach or these groups requires specific work situations and work 
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support the provision of which may not encourage potential employers to ofler 

ernploymem opponunities to disabled persons. it is imperative that both ernployer and the 

disabled ernployee should be assisted to acquire posnivc perception towards either party 

and to accept the challenges 1na1 a nsc once a won~ situation is entered into. 

2.5 The Constitution of Kenya and the Empioyment Act (Cap 226) 

In regards to laws and policies in Kenya. it is nnted that the current constitution has no 

clause reference to persons with disabilities. :ocction 70 and 82 01· the constitution of 

Kenya outlaws discrimination on the basis or race. tribe. place or origin/residence: local 

connection. political opinion. colour or creed but has no rclerence to disabilities as the 

basis for discrimination. Thus the constitution does not cover the persons with disabilities 

whom discrimination both institutionalised and subtle is a daily challenge in varying 

degrees. Persons with disabilities feel that this would not be the case if they Imel been 

involved in !he formulation ol"that suprerne law orlhe land. The drall bill on disabililies. 

which was clrai-lcd by v:inuu~, :a<.tKcholders. still ~1wait:; par!iament:iry :;scent (it included 

issues such as l'.lvic ,·i(!ht::; i'l1r the persons \vim disnbilitic:;. rignts and privileges. relier 

and incentives among other issues. 

Employment act ( cap 22) law has rnade no attempt whatsoever in addressing 

discrimination against people with disabilities even through affirmative action to create 

equal; opportunities li1r persons with disabilities. Allir111ativc action could include 

provision of a quota sysrern in the ernploymem of persons with disabilities. 

2.6 The United Nations Standard Rules on Employment of Persons with Disabilities 

According to the (!LO I 998) the UN international standards employrnent or disabled 

person's are based on convention no.159 and recommendation no.168 which deal with 

vocational rehabilitation and employment (disabled person"s). which was adopted in 

l'J83. Further in Ilic conventions !LO rccornmcnds that selective placement should lake 

p!::ice under ~~upcrvision ;11 ;:·:lln~;d ~;c!ecti\T ;1n1c:.~c:: whose dtrnes mciude identifying the 

occupational capabilities 01· disabled persons amt trving to place thern in a suitable 
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working environment and thereafter l'ollowing up jobs for the disabled in normal 

competitive employment but also explore alternative such as sel1~employment. 

The !LO arguments for maximum employment opportunities for persons with disabilities 

are based on the following principles; 

a) That disabled persons should be accorded equal opportunities to perform 

duties lc1r which thev ,ire qualified wi1h the 11011-uisabled. 

b) That disabied per~;ons shouid ilav1:' :!71::' opponunny to accept suitable 

<:'rnployrnenr w11h employer or their choice. 

c) That emphasis is plll on the abilities rather than their disabilities 
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3.0 Introduction 

CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter will focus on the modalities that will be used in this research in elfectin" 
b 

the key components of perception of disabled workers. These modalities will include 

sample size. sample design. data collection and data analysis. 

J. l Population oi the study 

The population or the study will include all the disabled worl,ers that work in Agrifresh 

Kenya limited. 

3.2 Sample design 

The simple random sampling method will be used. Respondents from Agrifresh Kenya 

limited will be randomly selected; a sampling rramc oi· all disabled employees in 

Agrifresh Kenya limited will he obtained from the head oflice Nairobi. 

3.3 Data collection 

Data will be collected us111g a structured questionnaire consisting of both open and 

closed-ended questions. The open-ended questions will allow the researcher to gather 

varied views without restriction. The closed -ended questions will administer the data 

collection instrument personally to the respondents who are not able to fill it by 

themselves due to disabilitv limitations. 

The sampled responclems w!li constitute disabied workers and human resource managers. 

The questionnaire wiii he divided into several pans - the first part basically will 

constitute identification and classification of information - that include aspects such as 

the kind of disability one has, gender, position. education level. 

The second part will be aimed at giving information like if disability had made him be 

denied a job. experience of Iormal interview. i'an three will deal with the challenges 

!aced at ,vork. any rdevant in!(Jrmation about lhe sludy. 
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3.4 Sarnple :~!ze 

Agrifresh Kenya 1imi1eo \Vithin i\Jairobi area ano 111 tl1is t1rganization intends to talk to 

general manager. human resource manager and at least ten disabled workers. The study 

intends to pick up a couple of ideas or solutions li-0111 the educated to the less educated. 

3.5 Data anaiysis 

()ualitative data will be analysed using the content analysis technique. Analysis of the 

qualitative data will be achieved through categorization oi' the responses into themes. 

Descriptive statistics such as mean. frequency. standard deviation and percentages will be 

used. 

3.6 Limitations of the study 

I. Financial problem 

The study needs {·:1sh !'or travellinu to !he sampled organization lo get the 

2. Dealing with disabled 

Mioht be dirticult because some cannot be able to write. others cannot 
b 

communicate 1hrough talking. Therefore lo get their views might be difficult. 

3. Time constrains 

Much time is required for research. being patient with the disabled and lo travel to 

the specified organization. 
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4.0 Introductions 

CHAPTER FOUR 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

In this chapter we discuss the results of the study or the finding of Agrifresh Kenya 

limited in Nairobi. The data was collected through questionnaires. A total of twenty (20) 

questionnaires were distribrnecl to the sample. which consisted of persons with disabilities 

and their general manager and human resource manager. Twelve ( 12) questionnaires 

were completed represeming a sixty percent (60'%) response from the targeted sample. 

The fr,llowing three categories of data were collected: 

i) Background information about persons with disabilities such as types of 

disability. education levels of those in employment. positions in employment. 

ii) Disabled persons· perceptions of human resource managers. 

iii) Challenges faced by disabled persons in employment and their recommendations 

on the same. 

Table 1. I Distribution of Responses by Type of disabilities 

Type of disability No. Of responses Percentage 

Hearing impaired 2 17 

Visually impaired 1 17 

Physically impaired 4 
00 0 
~).) . .) 

Multiple impaired I 8.3 

Epileptics :, 25 

Total 12 [()()'¼, 

~€'.,, ' 
Table I. I shows the percentage distribution ol'the responses by the type 01· disability. 

The sample represented five different types of disabilities. 17°/o or the respondents 

were hearing impaired. 17% were visually impaired. 33.3% were physically i111paired. 

8.3 Imel multiple disabilities and 25% had epilepsy. And that meant that the 111ultiple 

impaired were less and physically impaired were more in number. 

The hearing impaired refers to respondents who cannot hear or speak. 

They use sign lan,uuage to communicate. 
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The visuallv impaired reter to those that have no sight however: some 

have partial blindness meaning they are able to sense some light while 

others are totally blind. 

• The physical impaired mostly have upper or lower limb or both parts of 

the limbs disabled in some way. 

The multiple impaired refers to a combination of disabilities such as deaf 

:tlld hl111cl. a1bino and blind elc. 

Those with s.:~p11epsy re1·ers ll) lill':_;e th~n have a medical condition 01· the 

brain. which manil'ests itself in seizures or Ills (strange physical actions) 

Tablel 7 bio- data of resnondcnts . ·- I 

Education primary secondarv college university nthers 

Level 

Number I 2 s J I 

Percentagi· 8 17 42 25 8 
Position management support 
Held in 
Employment staff 

Number 4 8 
])ercentaµtj '0 1,7 ' . I .1 I 

i I 

Type of j <,H:\t!l11iit\' non-

Organization : :;is\.:'d disability 
Employed in Based 

Number - j') 

Percentag1· - 100 

Table 1.2 shows the demographic distribution 01· the respondents. From the analysis we 

see that over 40% of the disabled persons in ernployrnent have studied up lo college level. 
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Regarding their positions in employment 67% or those in employment are support staff 

while the other 30% are either in middle or top management positions. 

The table also indicates that none are employed in organizations dealing with disabilities 

and all are employed not dealing with disabilities since the case study was based on one 

organization. 

4.2 Respondents' perceptions of human resource managers 

This section captures the responses persons' on questions concerning their perceptions of 

human resource managers. The responses have been tabulated in several tables. (Some of 

the tables have abbreviations for example HR which stands for human resource 

managers) 

Table 2.1 Pcrceiveo Discrimination in Hiring 

Responses F1·cqucncy Percentage 

Denied employment due to d isability 7 58 

Not denied employment 5 42 

Total 12 100% 

Table 2.2 reactions of disabled person's failure to obtain employment 

Reactions Frequency Percentage 

relt I !RM discriminated them 4 57 

Felt lhe human resource managers 
,., 
.) 43 

Lacked awareness on disabil ity 

Total 7 100% 

Table 2.1 and 2 .2 indicate that 58% 01· persons with disnbilit ies felt that they were den ied 

employment due lo their disabil ities, 57°/4, felt discriminated aga inst and 43% lelt that the 

human resource managers lacked some awareness/understand ing of their disability. 
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Table 3.1 disabled persons' perception of human resource managers' reactions 

during employment interview 

Perceptions Frequency Percentage 

Disability was not a problem to HRM 4 33 

HRM surprised that he/she called a 2 17 

disabled person for an interview 

HRM uneasy with the disabled 2 17 

persons; disability 

HRM sympathized with the disabled 1 8 

person 

HRM neutral / did not show much 3 25 

expression 

Total 12 100% 

Figure I: 

Perceptions of Disabled Persons by 
Human Resource Managers. 

-c 40 
C: 
·- 30 ■ NTPROBLEM "' 5 20 ■ SUPRISED .:: --
C. 10 - □ UNEASY Q) __ l (.) - D SYMPATHIZED ... 

0 Q) 
0. 

■ NEUTRAL Number of Respondents 
(Frequency) 
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Table 3.1 and figure I above shows that during an employment interview human 

resource 111anagers have varied reactions such as being surprised, sympathetic and uneasy 

with the disabled persons however. 33% of the managers did not have a problem with 

disabilities (NT PROBLEM) and 25% of them were neutral. And that indicated that the 

managers have !ewer problems towards the disabled. 

Tabie 3.2 Disabieci Persons' i(cactions after IL-n1pioy1nenr interview 

Perceptions lrcqucncy Percentage 

HR managers impressed by the ., 00 

' _1_1 

disabled person ·s attitude 

HR managers expressed doubt ? 17 

HR managers not convinced the I (> 
0 

disabled could perform well 

HR 111anagers expressed 2 17 

contentment with the disabled 

HR 1nanagers unable lo make 2 17 

decision 

HR managers neutral expression I 8 

Total 12 100% 

Table 3.2 shows that the disabled persons !eel that the human resource managers 

perceptions do change positively to some extenr after interacting with them during an 

employment interview. This sho,vs rhat the human resource managers may have some 

pre-convinced negative perceptions about the disabled persons seekinµ employment. For 

example. om of the four (4) human resource managers who Celt uneasy during the 

interview. only one (I) was later not convinced. 

I 
I 
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Tabie 4.1 perceived reservations on the part of iunnan resource 1nanaoers 
b 

Perceptions Frequency Percentage 

Reservations perceived 2 40 

No reservations 3 60 

Total 5 100% 

'. I able 4.1 indicates that human resource 111:111::u2-ers do not have much reservanon 111 

e111ploying tl1c di'..>an!ed ,;et:;ons (;J1C.C till'\' ;!i\.' uuai1i'11..:d ~rnd thus meet the _job 

requirements. 

These perceptions of reservations are ,111alysed further according to the type of 

respondents" disability. The results are presented in table 4.2 

Table 4.2 type of disability and perceived attitude of human resource managers 

Type of disabiiity ,·t·servations perceived No rescrvarions perceived 

Frequency percentage 

Hearing impaired 2 50 2 25 

Visually impaired I 25 I I" ·' 

Physically impaired 0 0 3 38 

Multiple impaired I 25 I 13 

Cpilepsy () () I 13 

Total 1 ( l ()(~ 1:1 ' I !Ill'¼, ,, 

Table 4.2 indicates that the phvsically impaired ,1rc the 111os1 acceptable to human 

resource managers as they lrnve minimal reservations in employing them. On the other 

hand, human resource managers express lhe most reservations towards the hearing 

impaired. The above indication show that the type of disability one has. contributes to the 

extent of perceived reservation. 
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Table 5.1 disabled persons' perceived human resource managers sensitivity to their 

special needs 

Perceptions Frequency Percentage 

HRM sensitive to needs 7 58 

HRM not sensitive to needs 5 42 

Total 12 100% 

Figure 2 

HRM sensitivity to the special needs of the 
disabled 

42% ■ HRM SENSITIVITY 
TO NEEDS 

58~- HRM UNSENSITIVITY 
TO NEEDS 

Table 5.1 and figure 2 above indicates that the disabled persons perceive that the human 

resource managers are sensitive to their needs. Only 42% of the respondents perceived 

insensitivity to their special needs while 58% perceived their special needs were 

addressed. The perceptions of the human resource managers on sensitivity to the disabled 

person 's special needs were further analysed according to the type of disability. 

The results are presented in table 5.2 
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Table 5.2 type of disability and perceptions 01· human resource 1nauagers' sensitivity 

to the disabied persons' special needs 

Type of disability Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

sensitivity sensitivity No sensitivity No sensitivity 

Hearing impaired I 14.3 I 20 

Visually impaired 2 29 () () 

Physically impaired 2 29 I 20 

Mulliple impaired I 14.3 I 20 l 
Epilepsy I 14.3 2 +O 

Total 7 I 00°/,, :i 100% 

Table 5.2 indicates that human resource managers are most sensitive to the special needs 

of persons with visual and physical impairment. On the other hand human resource 

managers are least sensitive to persons with epilepsy. This could be attributed to the ract 

that they cannot tell at a µlance who has epiiepsy. They could also not know how to 

handle those with epilepsy when they are attacked by lits. 

Table 6.1 disabled persons' perception of the way the human resource managers 

treat them 

Perception Frequency Percentage 

Treated like any other by HRM 8 66.7 

HRM unconcerned -l 33.J 

Total 12 I 00'½, 

Table 6.1 indicates that the human resource managers generally treat the disabled persons 

like any other person in the organization once they are employed. 66% or the disabled 

workers perceive 1hm rhe i1uman resource nian~H2,ers treat 1ne111 !ikc any other person in 

the organization while oniy 3T1/o perceive iack vi'concern. 
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Table 5.2 type of disabiiity and perceptions of human resource managers' sensitivity 

to the disabled persons' special needs 

Type of disability Frequency J>ercentagc Frequency Percentage 

sensirivity sensitivity No sensitivity No sensitivity 

Hearing in1paired I 14.3 I 20 

Visually impaired 2 29 () 0 

Physically impaired 2 29 I 20 

Multiple impaired I 14.3 I 20 

Epilepsy I 14.3 2 40 

Total 7 100% 5 100%, 

Table 5.2 indicates that human resource managers are most sensitive to the special needs 

01· persons with vistwl and physical impairment. On the other hand human resource 

managers are least sensitive to persons with epilepsy. This could be attributed to the fact 

that they cannot tell at a glance who has epilepsy. They could also not know how to 

handle those with epilepsy when they are attacked by fits. 

Table 6.1 disabled persons' perception of the ,vay the iuunan resource tnanagcrs 

treat them 

Perception Frequency Percentage 

Treated like any other by HRM 8 66.7 

HRM unconcerned 4 ,, ' 
.) .., . .) 

Total 12 100% 

Table 6. I indicates that the human resource managers generally treat the disabled persons 

like any other person in the organization once they are employed. 66°1<, or the disabled 

workers perceive that the human resource managers treat them like any other person in 

the organization while only 33% perceive lack or concern. 
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Table 7.1 disabled persons' perceived over- reaction / uncalled for attention by the 

lnunan resource 1nanagers 

Perception \ :,:-rcquency 
I 

\ 
P'ercentage 

Over- reaction by HR~,\ ' _] : y -·' I 
No -over-reaction by HRIVI ') 75 

Total 12 100% 

Table 7.1 indicates that disabled persons generally feel that there is little over- reaction/ 

uncalled attention by the human resource managers once they are accepted into 

employment. These perceptions of over-reactions and uncalled lt1t· attention were 

analysed fi.1rther according lo the type of disability. The results are presented in table 7.2 

Table 7.2 Types of disabilities and perceived over -reaction/ uncalled for attention 

by the human resource managers 

Type of disability Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Over- Over - No over -reaction No over -reaction 

,-;_•:tCUOH 1·e:1nion "" HRM By HRM 

'y .dRfr1 dJ?..lV! 

Hearing impaired I 0 0 0 2 22.2 "l.) ._1 

Visually impaired () 0 ., 00 0 
.) _1 • .) 

Physically impaired I 00 0 
_) _)..) 2 22.2 

Multiple impaired I 00 0 I I I. I _)_) .. ) 

Epilepsy () () I I I. I 

Total 0 100'½, () 100% .l 

Table 7.2 indicates that the hearing and visually impaired persons perceived that the 

human resource managers gave them the most uncalled for attention. This could be due to 

the desire by human resource managers to show sympathy to the disabled persons. 
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Table 8.1 disabled persons' perceived fairness in the awarding of organizational 

Benefits 

Perception Frequency Perceutaue 
"' 

Denied benefit clue to disability 5 42 

Not denied benefits 7 58 

Total 12 100% 

Table 8. I indicates that human resource managers are generally fair in ensuring that the 

disabled persons in employment get the organizational benelits they are entitled to. These 

perceptions of l'airness in awarding organizational benelits were analysed f'urther 

according to type of disability. The results are presented in table 8.2 

Table 8.2 Type of disability and perceived fairness in the awarding of organizational 

benefits 

Type of disability Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Denied benefit denied Not denied not denied 

benefit henefit benefit 

Hearing in1paired I 20 I 14.2 

Visually impaired 1 20 I 14.2 

Physically impaired () () :, 43 

Multiple impaired I 20 I 14.2 

Epilepsy 2 40 I 14.2 

Total ~ I 00'X, 7 I 00% 
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Table 8.2 and figure 3 above indicates that the physically impaired persons perceive least 

denial of organizational benefits while those with epilepsy perceive most denial of 

organizational benefits. 

The respondents who indicated that they had been denied benefits by their organizations 

were further asked to explain the specific benefits they were denied. The visually 

impaired persons said they mainly denied credit facilities because of the modalities 

involved. Those with epilepsy said that they were mainly denied medical covers and 

sometimes insurances as they were perceived to be at risk and this would mean that their 

organizations pay extra costs for them to get medical covers or insurances. 
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4.3 challenges faced by the disabled persons and their recommendations to human 

resource managers on how to deal with them 

The hearing impaired persons 

- The hearing impaired people find it difficult to communicate with other staff in 

the organization because very few understand sign language which is their mode 

of communication 

They also feel they are left out in some organizational functions because their 

organizations do not have sign language interpreters. 

Others feel left out because they have no voice. They feel taken advantage of in 

the work place, for example, being told to perform duties, which are not part of 

their job description. 

So as a result of the above the hearing impaired persons recommend a sign 

language interpreter both at work and in public and basic awareness of sign 

language by colleagues at work. 

The visually impaired persons 

- The visually impaired persons feel that many organizations do not have 

appropriate facilities for them to use hence they are denied job opportunities 

which they could perform better if they were provided with appropriate facilities 

such as Braille that help them overcome their limitations. 

They also feel that the finance sector should device ways to enable them able to 

access finance/ credit facilities so that they do not end up being denied because no 

one wants to take responsibility on their behalf. 

The physically impaired persons 

The physically impaired persons feel that mobility is their greatest challenge. The 

infrastructure in the workplace and in public domain is not user friendly to them. 

For example, having offices in a storied building, lack of rumps, lack of parking 

reserves near their offices and inappropriate sanitary facilities are the order of the 

day 
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They recommend that organizations should ensure nppropriate facilities such as 

rumps to ease mobility. provision of tmnsprn·t. pnrldng reserves. appropriate 

sanitrny facilities and sensitismion 01· ,heir needs to persons responsible in 

designing these facilities. 

The epileptic persons 

-Those with epilepsy foe[ that their greatest challenge is perceived as very delicate 01· 

people at high risk in 1he organization especially when i1 comes lo having medical / 

insurance covers and policies. which are friendlier to 1i1em. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

This chapter discusses the l111clings of the study and gives some specific 

recommendations. It also includes the conclusions. limitations of the study and 

suggestions for future research. 

5.1 Discussions 

This study shows that the disabled persons in employment are generally well educated 

with about 42% of them having studied up to college. However. over 60% of those in 

employment are in support sta1T positions in the organizations they are employed. This 

may be reflection 01· the Human Resource lvlanaµer's negative perception of their 

employability despite their education levels :ind qualilicmion levels and qualil·ication 

regarding the disabled persons' perception o!" \ luman Resources managers. the study 

shows that when they are being hired. they are perceived negatively as about 58% of the 

respondent !eel that they have been denied employment at one time or another clue to 

their disability. However they have inclicatecl that they do not give up because they have 

confidence in themselves. The disabled persons' perceive this discrimination as due to 

the negative perceptions towards them and which arise mainly because the Human 

Resources Managers are unfair and lack awareness on disability. It was noted that 

generally during and after the employment interviews one couldn't really tell the Human 

Resources Manager stand on the disabled persons' employment. This feeling manifests 

itself in a v:.triety of ways such ns Human Resources fv1anagers being uneasy, surprised 

that they called a clisablecl person for an interview and being sympathetic to the disabled. 

11 was however, observed by the disabled persons that after the Human Resources 

i\~anagers· interaction ,vith them, they (Human Resources lvlanager) were shockingly 

impressed by the wav they llanclled themselves as it was frtr beyond their expectations. 

The managers however. still express doubt and lack of contentment. 
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In summary the swdv generailv indicmes mm once li1c disabled persons decrease 

significantly, they also hccnrne fr1irl)1 sensitive 1n The clisan\cc\ persons special needs al 

work place, they have little overreaction or Lmcallecl attention towards them and they 

accord them the benefits they deserve and generally treat them just like any other person 

employed in the organization. 

5.2 Conclusions: 

Generally the disabled persons are a special group of people in our society who need 

to be acknowledged as part of the society. This is only possible through studying 

their needs and putting in place appropriate facilities to meet such needs. Though lew 

perceive the disabled persons more positively at the workplace because they 

understand their needs and actually do exist to serve them. 

Orguniz~ltions like Agril'resh l(en:,la limited that c\() 1101 deal with dealings 01· 

disabilities as their business 1end lo i,inorc LO some extern the disabled perso11s 

special needs hence oiler limited or no appropriaie fociiities and services needed by 

the disabled persons in the workplace. From the study it is not possible to tell what 

actually influences the negative perceptions towards the disabled persons but 

generally perceptions may be influenced by individual's objectives needs past 

experiences level awareness or exposure and personnlityr, among others. However 

1·rom the study it is noted that there could he some 1ypes of disabilities that are 

perceived to be more acceptable in employment than others. This was however not 

demonstrated clearly by the study. The disabled persons on the other hand are 

generally confident about themselves and not ashamed of their disability. They !eel 

they should be given equal opportunities like the non-disabled persons. They !eel 

they do not need sympathy but understanding of their special needs in the workplace. 

They greatly !eel discriminated in many areas or their lives and that lack of 

:l\varene:;s :me\ sti!'2m:11i~:~1tion could he attrihutinu 10 !hi::. 
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5.3 Recommendations 

;,, For the hearing impaired basic sign languages should be introduced in 

learnin" Institutions to lacilitate communication with other members 01· ,.., 

Lhe ::ocietv. 

()rganizarions should have policies oi" employing/ integrating persons 

\Vith disnbiiities in the vmrkplace 

:r Organizations should provide career counselling lor the persons with 

disabilities in learning Institutions to litcilitale interaction with the 

society at large so that they accept the disabled persons and perceive 

issues as they do. 

,,,- Appropriate technology should be made available and affordable lor the 

persons with disabilities. 

► Generally Human Resources Manager and public at large need to be 

sensitised on the varied disabilities so that they know how to handle the 

disabled wOt"kplace and in public at large. From the study the researcher 

highly recommends that n1assive sensitisation and awareness on 

disabilities i,1 all sectors 01· the economy is absolutely necessary to 

change the negative attitudes and perceptions towards the disabled 

persons. l'mm the study we note that the type 01· disability plays a big 

role in terms of how persons. The disabled persons should come up 

boldly and air their needs and views because ·'only the wearer of the 

shoe knows where it hurts most" On the other hand the non-disabled 

should give them a chance. 

5.4 Limitations of the stully 

The rn(\jor limitation of the study was the sample size. It was relatively small but I 

believe :;ufficient enough for breaking ground in this area of study. Due to the sample 
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size it was not possible to determine the statistical tests of significance, which would 

have been appropriate tor the study. 

Due to time and financial constraints the study only captured responses from the 

disabled persons' in Agrifresh Kenya limited in Nairobi province. I also feel that a 

lot of other disability groups were not caprnrccl in the study. 

5.5 Suggestrnn Ior fnrrhcr research: 

From the study it was not possible to Vinci out tl1e reason that actually influences the 

disabled persons· perceptions of the Human Resources Managers. Further research 

should be conducted to determine what influences these perceptions. 

Other studies 1 would suggest would he on the kvel 01· awareness 01· Human 

Resources iVhtnagers about disabilities. the policies in pince li1r the disabled persons 

in the workplace and the Human Resources Manager experiences with the disabled 

persons and whether the disabled persons disabilities influences their performance. 
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APPENDIX I 

List of organizations for ll'P' d1:_;:1blec\ perso11:~ 1n i-.•·nv:1. 

;- African Medical and l{csearch Foundations ( AivllZ[F) 

. r Association for the physically Disabled in Kenya (APDK) 

r Cerebral Palsy Association for the Welfare of the Epileptics 

r Kenya National Associations for the deaf (KNAD) 

r Kenya Society for the blind (KSB) 

>-- Kenya Society for the Mentally Handicapped (KSMl-1) 

;- Kenya Union ofthe Blind 

>-- Sight Savers International (VSO) 

>-- United disabled Persons of Kenya (UDPK) 

>-- Voluntary Services Overseas (VSO) 

>-- Women Challenged to challenge (WCC) 

Sources i(enya Disahili1v l ,ircclor)' :wo:; 
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APPENDIX 11 

KAMP ALA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

QUESTIONNAIRE: 

IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 

Your organisation has been randomly selected to participate in an inquiry about the 

perception of disabled workers towards human resource managers. The purpose ol.this is 

purely academic and your answers shall be used for academic purposes only. 

Co11jide11tiaWp 

Your completed returnee! remains confidential to the researcher alone. 

MBOBUA DOREEN MIRIKO. 

KAll!fPALA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION 1 

I .Name of your disability Organization or Association ................................... . 

2. What kind of disability do you have? 
Hearing impairment [ ] 
Visual impairment [ ] 
Physical impairment [ ] 
Any other (specil\l .......................... . 

3. Vv'hen did you cievt~ion?( Tir:!z appropriate 1 11J1:' J 

At birth I I 
Acquired in childhood I I 
During teenage ( I 3-1 9 yeari) I 
Youth (20-29) l ] 
Above 30 years) [ ] 
Any other (specify) ...................................................................... . 

4. Please stale your gender the disability? Male I I Female I I 

5.Please indicate your educational level 
Primary I ] 
Secondary I ] 
College [ ] 
University [ l 
Any other specify ......................................................................... . 

6.lfyou have ever been employed or are currently employed. what was the nature of 
the organizations'? 

J)isability Oriented (that is deals with disabilities) I ] 
nr 
i~u11-disani!H\' uricntcd llhat i:•: u1.,-..::-.1: ! dt:~d \'vl!!l disability) ! 1 

7. \Vhat posilion do you iloid or have you ever held in an organization'? 
Top management I J 
lv!idcllc Management I J 
Support sta1T [ ] 
Any other specify ............................................................... . 

SECTION II 
I. If you were to appl)' !or a _job would you mention vour disability YCS I I NO I 

Please give reasons for your answer ................................................ . 
2. I-lave you ever been denied employment clue to your disability? YCS [ ] NO [ 
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How did you ieel'1 ....................................... . 

3.Have you ever had a 1or111al interview'' YES [ I NO I 

If YES. what were the interviewers reactions towards disability? 

a) Before the interview 

c) After the interview 

d) if aller a job interview you were olTerecl a job how would you !eel? 

That you deserve it [ ] 

That you were favoured I ]s 

Any other (specify) ........................... . 

4. If you have ever been in ernployrnent did your employer ever had reservations in 
employing you'! •,'ES I I i✓( J I I 

I I~ yn1.1 answer '{ES state your reservations 

5. lfyou are or have been in employment are there times you have been burnt from 
performing your duties or assignment Due to your disability even though you 
felt you were capable of performing il? YES [ I NO [ ] 

a) If your response is YES state the duties/ assignment you were burnt 
from performing ....................................................................... . 

6. I-lave you ever been denied any organizution bcnelit? YES f ] NO [ l 
Please 

explain ............................................................................. . 

7. b the organization \'OU are ~mpioyed in sensitive 10 your needs as a person 
with clisabilitv? YE~; [ j NO I I 
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If your answer is YES) in what ways is your organization sensitive? 

························································································· 
············································· ···················································· 

8. How does your employer generally treat you in the work place? 
As a special person [ ] 
ls unconcerned [ ] 
Like any other person [ 
Any other ( specify) ...................................................................... . 

9. Are there times or occasions you have felt that your manager or supervisor is 
overreacting by giving you special treatment or attention that you think was 
uncalled for? 
YES [ ] NO [ ] 

Give an example if your response is YES 

SECTION III 
1. (a) what problem or challenges have you face in your work place? 

b) State what you would like to see changed in your organization? 

c) State what you would like to see maintained? 

2. Please provide any other information you think may be important and relevant to this 
study. 

Thank youfi>r your palienc:e and co-opera/ion 
God bless you 
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